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Abstract

Long-read sequencing technologies hold big promises for the genomic analysis of complex samples such
as microbial communities. Yet, despite improving accuracy, basic gene prediction on long-read data is
still o�ten impaired by frameshi�ts resulting from small indels. Consensus polishing using either
complementary short reads or to a lesser extent the long reads themselves can mitigate this e�fect but
requires universally high sequencing depth, which is di�ficult to achieve in complex samples where the
majority of community members are rare. Here we present proovframe, a so�tware implementing an
alternative approach to overcome frameshi�t errors in long-read assemblies and raw long reads. We
utilize protein-to-nucleotide alignments against reference databases to pinpoint indels in contigs or
reads and correct them by deleting or inserting 1-2 bases, thereby conservatively restoring reading-frame
fidelity in aligned regions. Using simulated and real-world benchmark data we show that proovframe
performs comparably to short-read-based polishing on assembled data, works well with remote protein
homologs, and can even be applied to raw reads directly. Together, our results demonstrate that
protein-guided frameshi�t correction significantly improves the analyzability of long-read data both in
combination with and as an alternative to common polishing strategies. Proovframe is available from
https://github.com/thackl/proovframe.

Introduction

�e advent of long-read sequencing as a complementary approach to high-throughput short-read
sequencing has played a key role in shaping the postgenomic era1. �e two widely available long-read
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sequencing technologies from Pacific Biosciences and Oxford Nanopore Technologies now readily
produce reads several tens of kilobases in length2,3, thereby providing the means to overcome
long-standing assembly problems such as genomic repeats or structural heterogeneity4–6. �is has
opened new ways to study genomes across fields and scales - from viral outbreaks7 and
antibiotic-resistant bacteria8 to eukaryotic genomes9–11, complex symbiotic partnerships12,13 and natural
viral populations14.

However, the advantages of long reads come at a price. Despite recent advances in engineering and
chemistry, the error rates for the technologies remain an issue limiting their usability: State-of-the-art
PacBio data reaches accuracies of 85-90% with errors comprising around 2% substitutions, 8%
insertions, and 3% deletions, while current Nanopore data achieves accuracies of 85-95% with around
3-5% substitutions, 2-4% insertions and 2-4% deletions2,3. Various approaches for pre- and post-assembly
correction by consensus polishing have been devised to mitigate these errors, including hybrid
correction with short reads or self-correction among overlapping long reads15–20. But even for assembled
and polished data, frameshi�ts remain an issue particularly for assemblies generated from long-read
data alone21. As an additional strategy, these frameshi�ts can be identified and corrected by comparison
to reference protein databases, as implemented in the microbiome analysis platform MEGAN-LR22 using
the frameshi�t-aware aligner DIAMOND23. All of these approaches, however, rely on su�ficient coverage
in either the long-read data itself or the accompanying short-read data for the computation of
read-to-read alignments and the subsequent inference of consensus sequences with high accuracy.

In metagenomics projects, which can benefit significantly from long reads by way of improved binning
and the recovery of high-quality genomes24,25, achieving su�ficient coverage for assembly and
consensus-polishing is not a given. In many natural communities, only a few species are abundant while
the majority are rare26. Even among abundant members, high genetic complexity, such as observed for
viral populations14, or localized intra-population heterogeneity tied to, for example,
niche-di�ferentiation27 or defense28, can render significant fractions of the data unpolishable.

Proovframe o�fers an accurate and comprehensive strategy to correct frameshi�t errors in protein-coding
regions of long-read sequencing results by using distantly related protein sequences as guides. Since it
does not require short-read sequencing data for polishing and can work with low-coverage long-reads,
proovframe can yield substantial improvements for long-read sequencing of genomes and metagenomes
at a low cost.
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Implementation

Frameshi�t-aware read-to-protein alignment

Proovframe’s correction procedure consists of two steps: a frameshi�t-aware nucleotide-to-protein
alignment and the subsequent alignment-guided correction of the erroneous nucleotide query
sequences. Queries can be anything from raw reads to polished contigs. To compute frameshi�t-aware
nucleotide-to-protein alignments we use the high-performance aligner DIAMOND23. DIAMOND
produces BLAST-like local sequence alignments and provides di�ferent sensitivity modes that allow - at
the expense of speed - alignments of sequences with as little as 30% sequence identity. Only the aligned
regions of proteins are used to guide corrections, and hence for diverged reference proteins, correction
of only parts of genes is possible.

Recent versions of DIAMOND (v0.9.14 and newer) provide a long-read mode that can model frameshi�ts
in nucleotide-to-protein alignments (option `--frameshi�t 15`). For each query, we greedily collect only
the best alignment for each location (option `--range-culling --max-target-seqs 1`) and retrieve the
results in BLAST-like tab-separated format with an additional CIGAR-string column. �e CIGAR string
provides a compressed representation of the alignment, which in the case of DIAMOND also encodes the
locations of the inferred frameshi�ts. �is output file serves as input for the correction step.

With the `proovframe map` command we provide a convenience wrapper to easily generate DIAMOND
alignments with the appropriate parameters for a given set of input sequences and proteins. Although, if
users prefer, alignments can also be computed with DIAMOND directly, which might provide additional
control on, for example, distributing jobs to computing cluster infrastructures.

Alignment-guided correction of reads

�e correction of query sequences is carried out with the command `proovframe fix`, which takes as
input the uncorrected query sequences and the nucleotide-to-protein alignments produced with
DIAMOND, and returns corrected output sequences. For each query, all alignments are gathered and
processed starting from the 3’ end of the query. Introducing modifications from the end of the sequence
ensures that coordinates of loci not yet corrected remain stable. Using the alignment coordinates and the
CIGAR string, we determine the location and nature (either a one- or two-base deletion or a one- or
two-base insertion) of each frameshi�t-causing indel. We correct the indels by either the insertion of one
or two “N” or the deletion of one or two bases at the given read location. For potentially larger indels, we
also apply only one- or two-base modifications to restore frame fidelity. �e rationale here is that we
cannot robustly discriminate between the possibility of a larger insertion/deletion (which generally are
rare) and the genuine lack/gain of an amino acid in the guide protein.
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Figure 1 |  Proovframe’s work�low with an example of frameshi�t detection and reading frame correction.
a) Overview of proovframe’s two-step correction procedure consisting of frameshi�t-aware nucleotide-to-protein
alignments and the subsequent alignment-guided correction of query sequences (reads or contigs). Queries are
shown as gray bars with errors as black ticks, guide-alignments as blue bars with frameshi�ts as light-blue slanted
ticks. Red ticks indicate read errors identified as frameshi�ts from guide-alignment. b) Frameshi�t detection and
correction for a short simulated sequence. Nucleotide sequences are shown as plain text, open reading frames as
amino-acid translated codon sequences (boxed letters). �e errorless nucleotide sequence and its translation are
given at the top for comparison. Errors in the erroneous and corrected sequence are highlighted (red: correctable
indel, orange: uncorrectable indel, yellow: substitution, blue: corrected indel or premature stop). Mismatched
amino acids in open reading frames called on the raw and corrected sequence are shown in purple, premature stop
codons as asterisks. Codons associated with frameshi�ts and premature stops are printed in black in the guide
alignment.

Generally, we found frameshi�t-locations determined by DIAMOND in the sequences to be fairly robust,
although we note that di�ferent circumstances can introduce inaccuracies that a�fect correction: (a) If
multiple indels occur within a few nucleotides, they can cancel each other out. For example, the
net-change on frame-fidelity for a 1-base insertion next to a 1-base deletion is 0, and therefore, will not
trigger a correction. �e most likely outcome in this scenario is that the a�fected codons will encode for
di�ferent amino acids, i.e. will introduce one, two, and in rare cases a few erroneous amino acids in the
derived protein sequence (Fig. 1). (b) �e exact location of deletions/insertions can be o�f by one or two
bases due to ambiguities in the alignment. Hence, the modification of the sequence to restore the
reading frame can in some cases introduce erroneous codons. (c) Frameshi�t locations can be o�f by one
to a few codons (in rare cases) if the indel by chance resulted in codons that are consistent with the
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expected sequence at the respective locations. �is e�fect is promoted by substitution errors present in
the close vicinity of the frameshi�t causing sequences to align poorly in the first place. However, despite
these issues, we found that the simple operations described above are su�ficient to restore an overall high
open-reading-frame quality.

In addition to insertion and deletion operations, we also scan the corrected sequences for the presence of
internal stop codons, which we mask with NNN (Fig. 1b). �ese premature stops are in most cases either
caused by substitution errors, complementing indels, or in some cases the frameshi�t corrections we
performed. Masking them thus helps to restore the full open reading frame. Our approach, in general, is
aimed at restoring frame-fidelity in the most conservative manner, i.e. introducing as few changes as
possible, while still ensuring that the resulting nucleotide sequence encodes open reading frames that
are in-frame with their guide proteins.

Benchmark Datasets

To evaluate the performance of frameshi�t correction with respect to gene recall and gene call accuracy,
we curated four benchmark datasets with di�ferent characteristics. �e datasets together with
reproducible code for their benchmarking are available from GitHub (thackl/proovframe-benchmark)
and  Zenodo (10.5281/zenodo.5164669)29.

Viral genomes with simulated errors. For a set of eight published viral genomes11 we generated
erroneous sequences with a nanopore-like error profile using NanoSim v2.6.030. We called genes with
Prodigal v2.6.331 on the errorless reference and used the extracted proteins to correct the simulated reads
with proovframe v0.9.5 running DIAMOND v2.0.4 for mapping. We then also called genes on the raw
and corrected sequences and compared the results. False-positive gene predictions were defined as
proteins called on the simulated and corrected sequences that could not be aligned back with DIAMOND
to proteins from the reference. Gene predictions were analyzed in R and visualized with gggenomes32.

Mycoplasma bovis reads corrected with UniRef90 proteins of di�ferent amino-acid identities. To test our
method on real data, we downloaded recently published nanopore reads for Mycoplasma bovis33 (ENA
study PRJEB38523, run ERR4179766). �e reads were sequenced on an Oxford Nanopore MinION device
and basecalled by the authors with bonito v0.1.334. To assess the e�fect of protein divergence on
frameshi�t correction, we used three di�ferent protein sets: the best matching proteins from the
UniRef90 database35, as well as the best matching UniRef90 proteins with at most 80% or at most 60%
identity to any protein from the reference genome. We obtained the latter sets by collecting all proteins
from UniRef90 that align to the reference protein set, and then removing those above the identity
threshold. Analogous to the viral test set, we called genes on an M. bovis raw and corrected read sets with
Prodigal v2.6.3. For both nucleotide-to-protein alignments with DIAMOND and gene-to-protein
translation, we used the non-standard genetic code for M. bovis (Genbank transl_table=4). For the visual
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comparison of gene predictions, we compared M. bovis reads longer than 15kbp to the respective
locations on the reference genome. �ese locations were determined by mapping the reads to the
reference genome with minimap2 v2.17 requiring a minimum alignment length of 90%.

Akkermansia pangenomes. We extracted high-molecular-weight DNA from three fecal samples included
in an Fecal Microbiota Transplantation (FMT) study by Watson et al36 using a protocol described by
Trigodet and Lolans et al37. �e three samples were collected from a single recipient (DA_R02 in the
original study) before FMT (W0), one week a�ter FMT (W1) and 48 weeks a�ter FMT (W48). �e
Akkermansia population W1 that replaces W0 is also reconstructed from Illumina short reads and
named as DA_MAG_00110 in the original study36. We used Flye v2.6 – which includes one round of
long-read consensus polishing – for long-read assembly20, Pilon v1.23 for short-read polishing38, and
proovframe v0.9.6 for frame-shi�t correction. To compute the pangenomes we used anvi’o v739,40, which
used Prodigal v2.6.331 to identify open reading frames in each genome, DIAMOND v2.0.641 to quantify
the similarity between each pair of genes, the Markov Clustering Algorithm (MCL)42 to identify gene
clusters, and muscle v3.8.1551 to align amino acid sequences43 to report a metric for ‘geometric
homogeneity’, i.e., the proportion of gap characters in a given gene cluster (the URL
https://merenlab.org/p serves a tutorial on anvi’o pangenomics work�low). We used the anvi’o program
‘anvi-display-pan’ to visualize pangenomes and finalized the figure for publication using Inkscape
(https://inkscape.org/).

Marine small-particle-fraction metagenomic reads. For this benchmark set we examined nanopore
sequence data from a <0.2 µm small-particle marine sample collected from 25m at Station ALOHA (22°
45’ N 158° W) in the North Pacific ocean, fractionated as in Biller et al. 201444, then extracted and
sequenced as in Beaulaurier et al. 202014. We randomly subsampled 1000 reads using seqkit v0.10.245 and
used a protein database that we assembled with the protein assembler PLASS sha-687d7746 from an
accompanying Illumina HiSeq library made from the same DNA. We identified reads representing
viruses with virsorter2 v2.147 on both the raw and the corrected reads and annotated the reads �lagged as
viral with Prodigal v2.6.331. �e alignments we used for the correction, as well as the gene calls and
virsorter classifications, are available from the repository.

Evaluation

Simulated viral nanopore sequences corrected with perfect proteins

To evaluate the performance of proovframe with respect to gene recall and gene call accuracy, we applied
it to four test sets. First, we analyzed eight viral genomes11 with simulated nanopore-like errors. �e
observed error rates in the simulated data were 3.1% substitutions, 1.5% insertions, and 2.5% deletions.
We called genes on the errorless reference and used the extracted proteins to correct the simulated reads
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with proovframe. We then also called genes on the raw and corrected sequences and compared the
results (Fig. 2a/b).

We found that on raw sequences less than 7% of the expected genes had good predictions, i.e. predictions
that covered at least three-quarters of the expected gene length. 45% of the expected genes were missing
entirely, and 48% of the predicted genes had very poor annotations covering less than a quarter of their
expected length. Moreover, 12% of the predicted genes were false positives that had no match to the
reference. By contrast, for frameshi�t corrected sequences, 84% of all expected genes were predicted, and
77% over three-quarters of their expected length. At the same time, the number of false-positive
predictions dropped below 5%.

If broken down further by di�ferent gene-length categories, we found that short genes (<150 codons) were
more o�ten either missed entirely or annotated in full, while longer genes more o�ten were present as
fragments, and on raw sequences were never recovered at full-length. �ese di�ferences are expected, as
the disruption of an open reading frame is directly proportional to its length. In the given dataset we
annotated 1,410 frameshi�ts in 40,656 aligned codons, which translates to an average of about 1
frameshi�t in 30 codons, which is very close to the minimum length required by most gene prediction
programs. �is suggests a hit-or-miss for many genes in the below 150 codon size range, consistent with
our observations.

Real bacterial nanopore long-reads corrected with di�ferent reference databases

To test our method on real data, and to also assess the e�fect of protein divergence, we turned to a second
dataset - a recently published set of nanopore long reads obtained from the pathogenic bacterium
Mycoplasma bovis33. �e observed error rates were 1.6% substitutions, 1.5% insertions and 2.5% deletions.
Analogous to the viral test set, we called genes on an M. bovis reference genome, as well as on raw and
corrected reads. In this case, however, we tested three di�ferent protein sets for the correction: the best
matching proteins from the UniRef90 database35, as well as the best matching UniRef90 proteins with at
most 80% or at most 60% identity to any protein from the reference genome. Mean amino acid identities
compared to the reference for these sets were 97%, 72%, and 58%, respectively (Fig. 2c/d).

�e results we obtained were consistent with those from the simulated viral dataset. On raw reads only
2% of genes had good predictions, 36% of expected genes were missing, and 6% of the predicted genes
were false positives. For the UniRef90 sets - best match, best match with less than 80% identity, and best
match with less than 60% identity - the recall of largely complete genes was 74%, 66%, and 54%,
respectively. 10%, 13% and 19% of genes were missed, and false-positive rates were 2%, 3% and 4%,
respectively.
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�ese results show that frameshi�t correction can improve gene prediction on long-read data
considerably. However, we also note that similar to the simulated dataset, a fair proportion of primarily
short genes could not be predicted, even if the correction was performed with highly similar reference
proteins. We attribute this observation to two circumstances: 1) random errors in some short genes
preventing significant nucleotide-to-protein alignments in the first place, thus, leaving the respective
regions uncorrected, impairing gene calls; 2) obscured regulatory motifs outside coding regions, which,
in particular, for short genes provide important additional evidence for the prediction program to
distinguish spurious from truly coding open reading frames. Because our approach only uses guide
proteins for correction, errors in untranslated regions can not be identified and can remain a problem
for annotation.

Nevertheless, our results demonstrate that even with distantly related reference proteins, a significant
proportion of the data can be corrected to a point where meaningful gene calls can be obtained.

Figure 2 | Frameshi�t correction results for simulated viral and real bacterial nanopore long reads.
a) Comparison of gene predictions (arrows) made on three viral genomes containing no errors (purple), simulated
nanopore errors (orange), and proovframe-corrected nanopore errors (green). Gray genes indicate false positive
predictions, i.e. genes not found on the errorless reference. b) Histograms representing the fraction of genes of
di�ferent length classes that were either predicted across less than 25%, 25-75%, and more than 75% of their
expected length relative to the genes annotated on the reference. c) Comparison of gene predictions (arrows) made
for three randomly chosen nanopore long reads of M. bovis, on a perfect reference (purple), and on real nanopore
long reads before (orange) and a�ter proovframe-correction with di�ferent protein sets: best-matching proteins
from UniRef90 with at most 100%, 80% or 60% identity to any M. bovis reference proteins shown in teal, green and
olive, respectively. Gray genes indicate false positives. d) Histograms representing the fraction of genes of di�ferent
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length classes relative to reference proteins, that were either predicted over at least 75%, 25-75%, or less than 25% of
their expected length, or false positive predictions (FP). Protein sets and colors are the same as in a). Percentage
labels in the plot indicate the total fraction per recall category for all length classes.

Metagenome-assembled genomes from closely related strains

We next investigated the impact of proovframe correction on long-read-assembled genomes by way of a
gene-centric pangenome analysis. Since spurious amino acid sequences that emerge from frameshi�t
errors have a substantial impact on comparative genomics analyses, pangenomics o�fers an ideal way to
assess the e�ficacy of any correction algorithm. We focused on three complete and circular genomes of
the Verrucomicrobium Akkermansia, which we have assembled from the long-read sequencing of three
fecal samples collected from a single individual who received Fecal Microbiota Transplantation (FMT)36.
Genome W0 originated from the pre-FMT sample, whereas genomes W1 and W48 originated from
1-week and 48-weeks a�ter FMT. �e previous analysis of these data concluded that Akkermansia W0 is
replaced by Akkermansia W1 a�ter FMT and persisted in the recipient for at least 48 weeks36. Indeed, the
genomes W1 and W48 resolved to Akkermansia muciniphila, and the pairwise genome-wide average
nucleotide identity (gANI) between them was over 99.9%, confirming that these genomes likely represent
the same population. In contrast, the genome W0 shared a gANI score of only 88% with W1 and W48,
and likely represents a novel species of Akkermansia as we failed to assign taxonomy to this genome below
the genus level.

�is collection of three genomes o�fers a powerful real-world test case: the high level of similarity
between W1 and W48 suggests that the number of singleton gene clusters (genes unique to either one
genome) should be minimal, if not zero, in any pangenomic analysis. Along the same lines, W0, W1, and
W48 must share a relatively large number of genes since they are in the same genus. Finally, the absence
of a reference genome for W0 gives a unique opportunity to test the e�ficacy of proovframe against
relatively novel metagenome-assembled genomes with no representatives in public genome databases.
We computed four pangenomes using the gene calls from the long-read assemblies (1) without further
refinement, (2) a�ter correction with proovframe, (3) a�ter polishing with Illumina short-reads, and (4)
a�ter polishing with Illumina short-reads followed by proovframe correction.

�e first pangenome from the unrefined long-read assembly revealed a substantial amount of random
frameshi�t errors across all genomes where the number of gene clusters that represented single-copy
core genes was small and the number of singleton gene clusters (in W1 and W48) was high relative to
pangenomes with corrections (Fig. 3). Correcting the Akkermansia genomes either with proovframe or
using Illumina short reads alone improved these metrics dramatically: the number of single-copy core
genes increased from 1,488 to 1,695 and 1,642, and singleton gene clusters decreased from 1,593 to 177 and
38, respectively (Fig. 3). Across closely related populations, the alignment of gene amino acid sequences
that are similar enough to be grouped together into the same gene cluster in a pangenome will typically
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lack any gap characters due to the constrained nature of the amino acid sequence space. However,
fragmented genes or gene calls that su�fer from partial frameshi�t errors can increase the number of gap
characters observed in gene clusters dramatically. Indeed, anvi’o reported 3,595 gene clusters with a
substantial number of gap characters for the pangenome with the unprocessed long-read assembly. Yet,
correcting assembled genomes either with proovframe or using Illumina short reads alone reduced this
number to 512 and 600, respectively (Fig. 3). �ese results show that the quality improvements of
proovframe are comparable to polishing long-read assemblies with Illumina short reads. Our results also
showed that combining proovframe correction and short-read polishing o�fered the best results, where
the singleton gene clusters in W1 and W40 reduced from 1,593 to 15, the number of gene clusters with
substantial heterogeneity reduced from 3,595 to 153, and the number of single-copy core genes between
the three genomes increased from 1,488 to 1,916. Overall, these results suggest that proovframe
substantially improves insights from pangenomes of genomes reconstructed from complex
metagenomes both with and without Illumina short reads.

Figure 3 | A set of Akkermansia pangenomes with and without short-read polishing and proovframe correction.
Each column represents the analysis of the same set of circular Akkermansia genomes assembled from MinION
long-reads. �e first row displays the pangenomes, where the three concentric inner layers correspond to
Akkermansia genomes where each item organized by the dendrograms in the center of each pangenome represents
gene clusters. �e intensity of the color indicates the presence of a given gene cluster in each genome. �e ‘gene
cluster heterogeneity’ layer quantifies the proportion of gap characters in the aligned amino acid sequences in a
given gene cluster to the number of amino acid sequence residues. High heterogeneity indicates poor gene
alignment with a high number of gaps, and a score of 0 indicates no gaps in the alignment. For each pangenome
the table below reports the number of single-copy core genes, the number of singleton gene clusters for
Akkermansia W1 and W48, and the number of gene clusters with a heterogeneity score above 0.1.
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Nanopore long reads from a highly diverse marine small-particle-fraction metagenome

Finally, to test the applicability of frameshi�t correction to complex environmental metagenomic data,
we applied it to a highly diverse set of nanopore long reads we had recently obtained from a marine
small-particle-fraction metagenomic sample containing primarily extracellular vesicles and tailless
viruses. Pairwise read-to-read similarities indicated that fewer than 5% of the raw reads had su�ficient
coverage for assembly and consensus polishing, and thus an alternative correction strategy was essential
for a comprehensive analysis.

For the correction, we used a protein database that we had assembled with the protein assembler
PLASS46 from an accompanying Illumina HiSeq library. As before, we identified reads representing
viruses with virsorter247 on both the raw and the corrected reads and annotated the reads �lagged as viral
with Prodigal31. With frameshi�t-corrected reads we were able to identify 1.8 times as many viral reads,
carrying twice as many genes with a 2.5 times greater average gene length. �e coding density for
corrected reads was 92%, while it was only 54% on raw reads. As viral genomes typically have coding
densities of 90% or more, our results suggest that we successfully recovered the majority of the genes
encoded on these putatively viral sequences.

Remarks on runtime

Proovframe’s runtime is primarily determined by the initial DIAMOND alignment step. Aligning 120 M
proteins from UniRef90 with DIAMOND in default `fast` mode on a 60-core compute node took 20
minutes for the seven di�ferent Akkermansia genomes. Aligning 43 M proteins from the marine
metaproteome took 4h for 3.3 Gbp of our small-particle-fraction nanopore dataset, and 10 hours for the
same read set in the `more-sensitive` mode. �e subsequent correction of the reads took a few seconds
and a few minutes, respectively. We did not perform any more precise or comprehensive runtime
benchmarks because we expect runtimes for di�ferent projects to be highly variable depending on the
specific experimental design and scientific question. Information on expected runtimes, in general, can
be extrapolated from DIAMOND’s performance on the di�ferent query and target databases, sensitivity
modes, and data types investigated in other studies23,48. Our small-particle-fraction dataset likely marks
an upper boundary for a realistic proovframe use-case because we used a very large protein database,
tested a sensitive alignment mode, and our reads comprised more than 90% coding regions. �erefore,
we expect that the majority of projects can be processed with proovframe on similar state-of-the-art
computing infrastructures within a reasonable timeframe of hours to days.
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Conclusion

Proovframe e�ficiently corrects frameshi�t errors in long-read sequencing reads and derived long-read
assemblies. It considerably improves open reading frame fidelity and, in turn, gene prediction and
overall analyzability of long-read data. In contrast to typical polishing strategies, which rely on su�ficient
sequencing depth in either the long-reads themselves or accompanying Illumina short-read data,
proovframe utilizes alignments to reference proteins as guides for the correction. It can, thus, be applied
at no additional costs other than computing time to a wide array of long-read sequencing projects,
including complex samples, such as environmental microbiomes, where polishing is not or at least only
in part an option.

�e main limitation of the protein-guided correction approach compared to classic polishing is that the
restoration of frame fidelity has only little e�fect on the actual per-base nucleotide level accuracy of the
underlying data: Proovframe only operates on aligned coding regions, does not correct substitution
errors, and only inserts unspecific nucleotides (N/NN for deletions, NNN for premature stops). Our
main objective is the conservative restoration of open reading frames to facilitate gene prediction and
gene-based downstream analysis. In some cases, this also means that proovframe can mask genuine
frameshi�ts, for example, in pseudogenized genes. Moreover, proovframe requires an adequate reference
protein set. For most projects, however, this should not be too limiting given that the correction also
works well with remote protein homologs (<60% identity for the Mycoplasma benchmark set, Fig. 2) and
even comprehensive databases such as UniRef90, which can be aligned within reasonable timeframes.

On long-read assemblies, as demonstrated for the metagenome-assembled Akkermansia pangenomes,
proovframe can perform comparably to polishing with Illumina short reads (Fig. 3). Moreover, our
analyses showed that combining polishing and proovframe resulted in the most substantial
improvement of the assessed metrics, thus indicating that running proovframe as an extra step for
already polished data could be a generally advisable practice.

In contrast to other methods, proovframe can also be used directly on raw reads, thus enabling the
analysis of individual reads and even entire samples which otherwise would not be accessible to standard
gene-based downstream analyses: Applied to a small-particle-fraction long-read metagenome with
many reads representing full-length but unique viruses, we identified almost five times more viral
proteins sequences a�ter the correction, providing us with a much more complete picture of this complex
virome.

In summary, proovframe provides a simple and e�ficient way to overcome frameshi�t errors in long-read
data, both as an alternative or as a complementary approach to long- and short-read polishing. We
expect that it can be applied to a wide variety of projects and, thus, will help to accelerate
long-read-based genomics research across di�ferent fields and scales.
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Data and code availability

�e datasets together with reproducible code for the benchmarking are available from GitHub
(thackl/proovframe-benchmark) and  Zenodo (10.5281/zenodo.5164669)29.
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